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The permanent outdoor-tape

The new Multi Tape EVO – UV-resistant and residueless

Duisburg, January 2020, KENTs new Multi Tape Evo combines the perfect features: it 

is strong, UV-resistant and can be removed leaving no residue. In comparison with 

standard duck tapes, it really gets visible that Multi Tape Evo is of very high quality 

and usable for permanent indoor and outdoor applications.

The very high quality Multi Tape Evo can be used indoor and outdoor. It is especially suitable

for longterm application as the adhesive is UV-resistant and can be removed without any

residues. Due to its scratch and sanding resistancy this tape is a very useful masking tape

for coating and painting.

In comparison to standard duck tapes these are the main benefits the customer can expect. 

KENTs own duck tape for example - the Waterproof Tape - is very suitable for quick repairs 

and standard short-term applications. It can be used for securing cables or electric 

equipment and also for sealing leaks in valves, low pressure water and air lines - in general 

everywhere where a quick and temporary solution is needed.

The key is to have both versions in stock to be on the safe side.

The Multi Tape Evo is available in white colour (5cm x 50 m) roll. The standard Waterproof 

Tape is available in black and silver (5cm x 50m) rolls.

________________________________________________________________________

Premium products for our customers in the automotive, industrial and marine sectors - this is 

what the KENT brand stands for. Our products are defined and developed to the highest 

standards and are optimised for specific applications.
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All products are developed to ensure visibly and measurably better work results, more 

efficient work which helps to save time and money in the process, generating new business 

and exceptional experiences for their customers.

Further information can be found at www.kenteurope.com
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